FFCOI FOCUS

Focusing on the latest news and events
affecting the FFCOI community

June 2020

Happenings and Requests

EMERGING TRENDS
Bio-Weapons
Critical Infrastructure
Workforce Transformation

GET INVOLVED!
Have an interesting topic
you’d like to share with our
community? Send us an
email with all of the details.

JOIN US!
Become a member of our
LinkedIn community @FFCOI
Follow FFCOI news on our
Twitter channel @FFCOI
Check out our Website

OUR NEXT MEETING
July 23rd, 2020

FEATURED FORESIGHT RESOURCES: During the COVID-19 pandemic,
many foresight practitioners, think tanks, and academics have moved to an
online format. FFCOI leadership would like to highlight some of these events.
Toffler: Managing Uncertainty Foresight Webinar
Marc Koehler: Good Judgement Superforecaster
Futures Strategy Group: Life after COVID – some Millennial perspectives
and Getting Ahead of the Incident
Alex Fergnani: Why We Need Foresight Before & During a Crisis
US Army War College: Restore Shock Into Strategic Planning Process
Global Security Connection: Virtual Tradeshow & Exhibition Series
Middle East Institute: Weekly Events & Conferences
GAO FALL INTERNSHIP: The Strategic Planning and External Liaison –
Foresight Team seeks a fall intern to support advancing the use of foresight
tools in support of GAO’s strategic planning process. This will include using
foresight tools and techniques such as environmental scanning and scenarios
building to identify and analyze long-term trends impacting the whole of
government. The intern would support capacity building of various foresight
related programs to include identifying foresight leaders and efforts to advance
GAO’s overall mission. (POC: Stephen Sanford)
MAD SCIENTIST INFORMATION WARFARE VIGNETTES WRITING
CONTEST: We are launching our latest crowdsourcing exercise and we want
to hear from you! Review the website, then craft and submit your most
innovative and insightful visions of information warfare to us. Deadline for
submission is 1 July 2020!
WORLD POST COVID-19 BY THE ATLANTIC COUNCIL: The Atlantic
Council released a strategy paper on the short- and long-term geopolitical
impacts of COVID-19. The paper features three alternate scenarios exploring
ways where the world may change from COVID-19 crisis.
ASSOCIATION OF STRATEGIC PLANNERS VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
SERIES: The Association of Strategic Planners (ASP) conference is bringing the
conference to you. Visit the conference agenda to see the sessions and signup. The sessions will be recorded and available for on-demand viewing through
March 2021.

Admin & Announcements

NEXT QUARTERLY MEETING: As we continue to learn more about the
COVID-19 pandemic, we will monitor the status of ‘shelter-in-place’
orders and the ability to congregate. Currently, our intention is to hold
our next quarterly meeting on July 23rd (location TBD). Please don’t hesitate
to contact FFCOI leadership if you have any questions or concerns, or want to
suggest speakers for future meetings. Send us an email or a message on
LinkedIn. (POCs: Sharaelle A. Grzesiak, Eric Popiel, Robin Champ, and Joe
Greenblott).

